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QUESTION: 1
An iSeries server is set up with three independent disk pools. Each disk pool uses
the same library names. Which of the following actions will allow jobs to use the
libraries in an independent disk pool?

A. Use the ADDLIBLE command with the ASPGRP parameter.
B. Use the SETASPGRP command to set the current ASP group.
C. Use the CHGCURDB command to change the current database name.
D. Use the CHGDSKPOOL command to change current disk pool assignment.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
A customer with an LPAR system utilizing shared buses needs to move configured
disk from one partition to another. Which of the following describes the steps
required to accomplish this task?

A. Remove the IOP from the source partition, add the IOP to the target partition
B. Use iSeries Navigator to remove the disk from the source partition, and then add
the disk to the target partition
C. Remove the disk from an ASP in the source partition, create a switchable iASP,
add the disk to the iASP, and switch the iASP to the target partition
D. Remove the disks from an ASP in the source partition, remove the IOP from the
source partition, add the IOP to the target partition, and add disks to an ASP in the
target partition

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
A customer with a 3490 table top tape drive connected to an AS/400 with a FC
#2729 card would like to use it on a new iSeries with a 3581 LTO tape drive
attached. All of the magnetic media cards on the new machine are in use. What must
be done to connect the 3490 tape drive to the new iSeries?

A. Add a FC #5702 LVD SCSI card.
B. Add a FC #2749 SCSI Tape card.
C. Move the FC #2729 card to the new iSeries.
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D. Attach the 3490 to the second SCSI port on the new tape drive and change the
address to 2.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 4
Which iSeries Navigator wizard is used to configure the iSeries base Two-line WAN
with Modem for ECS communications?

A. New Dial Connection Wizard
B. Universal Connection Wizard
C. Service Director Setup Wizard
D. Electronic Customer Support Wizard

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
A customer is replacing their their current 100/10 Mb Ethernet IOA with a 1 Gb
Ethernet UTP IOA. The customer will continue to use the 100 Mb speed until the
switches have been replaced. What must be modified in the existing Ethernet line
description?

A. The line speed
B. The link speed
C. The resource name
D. The adapter address

Answer: C
QUESTION: 6
Which of the following can be used to save device configurations while the system
is active?

A. SAVCFG
B. SAVLIB
C. SAVSYS
D. SAVDEVD
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
A customer has not installed Performance Tools for iSeries (5722-PT1). How can
the customer's performance data be collected for analysis on a different system that
has Performance Tools installed?

A. Use Electronic Service Agent for iSeries
B. Use the Start Performance Monitor command
C. The customer must install Performance Tools for iSeries
D. Use the System Performance Monitor agent in iSeries Navigator

Answer: D

QUESTION: 8
A customer wants to start collecting performance data on an i825 running V5R2
which is one of three iSeries machines in the network. The customer is trying to use
iSeries Navigator to start the performance collection, however the collection
services fail. Which of the following is the most likely cause of the problem?

A. The performance tools are not loaded on the i825.
B. The Management Central, central system is not connecting.
C. The customer's user profile does not have *SYSADM special authority.
D. The Management Central performance collector plug-in is not installed on in
iSeries Navigator.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 9
A customer with Performance Tools installed at V5R2 is noticing excessive CPU
utilization on their iSeries. Which of the following commands should be used to
identify and monitor the user and system jobs?

A. WRKACTJOB
B. WRKSYSACT
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